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Frederick William Dame 

(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

 

Just Thinking 

 

Number 103 

 

 

JT:  Hear ye, Hear ye Hear ye!  Another Oblablah proclamation.  The putative 

president has proclaimed June Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Pride 

Month. 

June is bustin' out all over …  I'm glad I wasn't born in June. 

*** 

 

JT:  Read Andrew C. McCarthy’s new book, Faithless Execution: Building the 
Political Case for Obama’s Impeachment. 

*** 

 

 

Source:  http://cdn.themetapicture.com/media/funny-pig-prank-numbers-mart.jpg 

 

JT:  I think it would be better to release them in Mecca! 

*** 
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Source:  http://themetapicture.com/and-thats-a-warning/ 

 

JT:  !!! 

*** 

 

JT:  Bowe Bergdahl's answer to the question:  "During your desertion did you 

collaborate with the Taliban?" 

Bergdahl:  "What difference does it make?" 

*** 

 

JT:  You can see multiple Obamas dancing here:  

http://metro.co.uk/2014/06/06/introducing-the-wall-of-dancing-willies-4748697/ 

*** 

 

JT:  At http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CvmKhFHuls the GITMO Five serenade 

Obama: 

*** 

 

JT:  http://www.youtube.com/v/AgYLr_LfhLo?version=3&hl=en_US&rel=0.  It's what 

Obama despises and hates! 

*** 

 

JT:  http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2014/06/good-grief-obama-chews-gum-at-d-

day-ceremonies-video/?PageSpeed=noscript 

Obama Honors fallen soldiers and Veterans. 

*** 
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Source:  alltherigntsnark.org via http://iowntheworld.com/blog/?p=238532 

 

JT:  The next step for fate is to make sure that Obama is convicted of treason or at 

least ends the same as Benedict Arnold. He died of delirium on June 14, 1801. 

*** 

 

JT:  Spontaneous thought:  Barack Hussein is the type of character who would have 

turned Anne Frank over to the GESTAPO if he thought it would have placed him in 

the limelight. 

*** 

 

JT:  Interesting situation: 

It has been proven that Barack Hussein Obama is a traitor who usurped the 

presidency, is a criminal, has committed at least 30 felons, is a chronic liar, 

holds illegal social security numbers, and has committed various acts of 

treason.  What is you answer to that? 

 

 Susan Rice:  He has served his country with honor and distinction! 

*** 

 

JT:  The Islamic Society of Muslim Scientists (a contradiction in itself?) – mind you, 

there are no other kinds of scientists – has been able to develop a camera that has 

taken a photo of the Milky Way from the surface of Mars.  Here's the proof: 
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Source:  http://themetapicture.com/breathtaking-view/ 

*** 

 

http://linkis.com/gatesofvienna.net/20/hqA12 

 

JT:  Surprise!  Open your mind.  Read why Islam is an evil cult and not a religion.  

Read other posts by Bob Smith at the above link! 

*** 

 

http://pamelageller.com/2014/06/sharia-saudi-divorces-wife-buying-beverage-

can.html/ 

 

JT:  Obama says respect it … and go thirsty! 

*** 

 

JT:  Spontaneous question:  What's the difference between the DemocRAT Party 

and the mafia? 

Answer: None!  They're both crime syndicates. 

*** 
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Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/unnamed1.jpg 

 

JT:  Methinks that both Killary and Oblahblah belong here! 

*** 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEC_RHGdQyg 

http://pamelageller.com/2014/06/muslim-cop-chops-child-brides-nose.html/ 

http://pamelageller.com/2014/06/honor-scotland-muslim-burns-ex-wife-death-

westernised-twin-daughters-hour-say-goodbye-badly-burned-told-couldnt-look-

face.html/ 

 

JT:  It's typical Islamic behavior.  Obama says respect it! 

*** 

 

JT:   The American electorate did not wake up in the congressional and presidential 

elections of 2008. 

 The American electorate did not wake up in the congressional and presidential 

election of 2010. 

 The American electorate did not wake up in the congressional and presidential 

elections of 2012. 

 In the congressional election of 2014 and the presidential and congressional 

election of 2016 …  
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Source:  http://www.fullmetalconservative.com/1/post/2014/01/the-american-crisis-wolf-by-the-ear-large-growing-fed-debt.html 

*** 

 

 

 

Source:  as stated. 

 

JT:  Methinks Obama is fulfilling the requirements of the Nobel Peace Prize! 

*** 
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Source:  https://static.greatbigcanvas.com/images/singlecanvas_thick_none/getty-images/white-horse-with-open-mouth-

digitally-enhanced-background-,1133732.jpg?max=300 

 

JT:  Hi!  I'm John Kerry and I think … sometimes,  … but not very often!  Well, my 

latest thought is:  Can someone throw me a carrot? 

*** 

 

 

Source:  http://suckersonparade.blogspot.de/2013/12/lhj-wookie-holiday-edition.html#.U52OBi5kyVE 

 

JT:  Well … that's about the size of it! 

*** 

 

JT:  A thought for POLDS:  You are idiots, but you don't know you are idiots.  That 

makes it difficult for everybody else! 

*** 
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9 Ways Fathers... Can Avoid Raising a Barack Obama by Doug Giles at 
http://townhall.com/columnists/douggiles/2014/06/15/nine-ways-fathers-on-this-
fathers-day-can-avoid-raising-a-barack-obama-n1851613  
 
1. Make sure your children appreciate this nation, its founding docs and its original 
intent and not some wet dream Bill Ayers and Bernadine Dohrn had back in the late 
’60s when they were high on acid, Che Guevara and Saul Alinsky. Especially be 
certain that they love our Armed Forces who protect us and not slice and dice their 
benefits. 
 
2. Make certain your kids know it’s wrong to lie your butt off to people who have given 
you their trust. For instance, if you tell people ‘they can keep their health care plan 
and their doctors, period!’ then mean that, dammit. 
 
3. If in the event your offspring does make mistakes and situations get worse under 
their care, train your child to own their mistakes instead of blaming George W. Bush 
for their ham-fisted, ill-thought out blunders. 
 
4. Teach your child that glib speeches read from a teleprompter that are laced with 
platitudes and horse manure do not replace character, honesty and integrity. 
 
5. Lovingly school your young child that when he gets older, writing two books about 
yourself, or worse yet, having them ghost-written about oneself, is really, really weird 
and doesn’t make one a great leader but rather a Little Lord Fauntleroy. 
 
6. Take the time also to train your dear child to throw a baseball properly so he 
doesn’t look ...uh ...um ...effeminate should he ever be called upon to throw out a first 
pitch during a baseball game. 
 
7. Father, if you have a son, let him know it’s okay for him to drink out of a straw 
when he’s like ...uh ...three but not when he’s the leader of the free world. At least not 
in public; and if he ever does drink from a straw in public tell him to never look 
someone of the same sex in the eye while doing so. The same goes for eating a 
banana. 
 
8. In addition, dads, please instruct your spawn not to frickin’ spy on people. Okay? 
It’s rude and no one likes it and people will think you’re a paranoid control freak. 
 
9. And finally, teach your young whippersnapper if he is a boy to forego marrying a 
mean woman who’s ashamed of this nation and wants to police what people eat and 
don’t eat.  
 

JT:  I add number 10.  Teach your son not to chew gum at memorial ceremonies for 

dead civilians and veterans.  Indeed, teach your son not to chew gum in public! 

*** 

 

JT has photographic proof of Barack Hussein Obama practicing for a hole in one 

during his golf course excursions to mull over foreign policy: 
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Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/chip.jpg 

*** 

 

http://www.nationalreview.com/article/380344/obamas-criminal-negligence-iraq-

mario-loyola 

 

JT:  This is proof that dear leader is a genius … a genius idiot! 

*** 

 

 

Source:  http://fotos.de.msn.com/slideshow/nachrichten/die-grossten-erdlocher-der-welt/3bms1iwf#3 

 

JT:  Michelle's former bathroom throne? 

*** 
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Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/FOOORC.jpg 

 

JT:  Surely none of his patriotic colleagues in freedom either! 

*** 

 

JT:  Spontaneous thought:  Political correctness kills freedom and patriotism. 

*** 

 

Question and Answer 

Question:  Why does JT insult Barack and Michelle Obama? 

Answer:  The question is wrong.  JT doesn't insult them.  JT tells the truth and thus 

makes them free! 

*** 
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“The Russians are actually making a move against the petrodollar. It appears that 
they are quite serious about their de-dollarization strategy. The largest natural gas 
producer on the planet, Gazprom, has signed agreements with some of their biggest 
customers to switch payments for natural gas from U.S. dollars to Euros. And 
Gazprom would have never done this without the full approval of the Russian 
government, because the Russian government holds a majority stake in Gazprom. 
There hasn’t been a word about this from the big mainstream news networks in the 
United States, but this is huge. When you are talking about Gazprom, you are talking 
about a company that is absolutely massive. It is one of the largest companies in the 
entire world and it makes up 8 percent of Russian GDP all by itself. It holds 18 
percent of the natural gas reserves of the entire planet, and it is also a very large oil 
producer. So for Gazprom to make a move like this is extremely significant. When 
Barack Obama decided to slap some meaningless economic sanctions on Russia a 
while back, he probably figured that the world would forget about them after a few 
news cycles. But the Russians do not forget, and they certainly do not forgive. At this 
point the Russians are turning their back on the United States, and that includes the 
U.S. dollar. ...Because nearly everyone else around the rest of the planet uses our 
currency to trade with one another, that keeps the value of the U.S. dollar artificially 
high and it keeps our borrowing costs artificially low. As Russia abandons the U.S. 
dollar that will hurt, but if other nations start following suit that could eventually cause 
a financial avalanche. What we are witnessing right now is just a turning point. The 
effects won’t be felt right away. So don’t expect this to cause financial disaster next 
week or next month. But this is definitely another element in the ‘perfect storm’ that is 
starting to brew for the U.S. economy. Yes, we have been living in a temporary 
bubble of false stability for a few years. However, the long-term outlook has not 
gotten any better. In fact, the long-term trends that are destroying our economic and 
financial foundations just continue to get even worse.”  
(http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/russia-is-doing-it-russia-is-actually-
abandoningthe-dollar-this-is-huge_06112014)  
 
JT:  Methinks Michelle's vacations will have to be paid for in Euros! 

*** 

 

The Globe and Mail asks Hillary Clinton if she personally supports the construction of 
the Keystone Pipeline:  Hillary's answer:  "I can't respond." 
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/stand-for-your-values-on-the-
hardchoices/article19175854/  
 

JT:  There are possibly three reasons why she can't respond.  1)  She doesn't know 

what the Keystone Pipeline is.  2)  She and Bill might be getting kickbacks from some 

influentials associated one way or another with the Keystone Pipeline.  3)  She's 

preparing the American voting public for this response which will be used in 

numerous future question and answer sessions. 

*** 

Selwyn Duke at http://www.americanthinker.com/2014/06/benedict_obamas_ 
invasion_of_america.html writes, “It’s obvious why leftists such as Obama have long 
facilitated immigration: they are importing voters. Upwards of 80 percent of the new 
arrivals will vote Democrat upon being naturalized.  
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JT:  Methinks a cure to the problem is to have a law that says no illegal immigrants to 

the US will ever be naturalized citizens.  Bank robbers are not made employees of 

banks.  Obama should be indicted for slave trade and human trafficking. 

*** 

 

Don Fredrick of The Obama Timeline (June) writes, "While Obama plays golf, his 

wife Michelle reportedly goes house-hunting with Smith. There have also been 

rumors that the Obamas are seeking a vacation home in North Carolina, as well as a 

residence in Hawaii. They may have to ask Hillary Clinton for advice on how to afford 

all those house if they also leave the White House 'dead broke.'" 

 

JT:  JT's suggestion to Michelle and Barry:  Have yourselves placed on the payroll of 

a few Muslim countries as advisors and you won't be broke!" 

*** 

 

JT:  Spontaneous thought.  The US Embassy staff in Baghdad, Iraq is being 

evacuated because of the advance of the Islamic terrorist organization ISIS on 

Baghdad.  I suggest that the embassy staff be replaced with Obama and his staff, his 

complete staff, czars and all! 

*** 

 

Black Teen Accused Of Calling 10-Year-Old White Girl ‘Cracker’ While Beating Her 

http://cleveland.cbslocal.com/2014/06/16/black-teen-accused-of-calling-10-year-old-

white-girl-cracker-while-beating-her/ 

 

JT:  Another son of Obama just playing around! 

*** 

 

Liberals Furious over SC Law to Teach the Constitution in Schools  
http://www.breitbart.com/Big-Government/2014/06/14/Liberals-Furious-Over-SC-Law-
to-Teach-the-Constitution-in-Schools 
 
JT:  Of course, Liberals are against it.  The results will be Patriotic Americans when 
the school children are of legal age! 

*** 

 

At http://twitchy.com/2014/06/15/could-she-be-more-shameless-hillary-clintons-latest-

faith-claim-is-flabbergasting-pic/ Hillary Clinton says she is influenced by the Bible. 

 

JT:  Methinks Hillary means Mao's Little Red Book.  You can see the proof here: 

http://iowntheworld.com/blog/?p=239911.  

*** 
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At http://drrichswier.com/2014/06/17/muslims-want-america-save-asses-time-sign-
dotted-line/ we read: 

Dear Muslims of the Levant, 

We Americans know you enjoy your oil-drenched lives of crass debauchery and fake 

religiosity. We know that you always pay others to do what you abhor, like work. And, silly 

us, we are stupid enough to think our benevolence toward you will actually provide an 

example for you to change your ways. 

Well, we Jeffersonian Constitutionalists may be a bit slow, as compared to you desert-traders 

and your slick negotiation skills honed over almost two millenniums, but sooner or later we 

will wake up and smell the oil! 

So, as we Americans see it, you got a couple of choices to make in the next few days. First, 

you can continue to rant and rave about the “American colonizers” and “Jew pigs,” feeling 

good about yourselves and looking even more macho before your harem of slave-women. If 

you make that choice, most likely your Muslim Shia ISIS brothers will be knocking on your 

door in a couple of weeks and leaving with your head on a pike. 

Or, second, you can sign on the dotted line below and we Americans will use our full force 

and fury to, once again, annihilate your enemies, save your dusty lives and let you get back to 

serving Allah, traveling in your G5′s and Bentley’s as you vacation at Monte Carlo, sipping 

on a fabulous Bordeaux, with your hand on the waitress’ butt. 

The Choice is Yours! If you want America’s help then, PLEASE READ & SIGN ON THE 

DOTTED LINE BELOW… 

“We Muslims of the Levant ask America to come and save us from our brother Muslims of 

the Levant and we promise to do the following:” 

1.  Immediately deliver 10 trillion dollars of gold to the US Treasury; 

2.  Sign over full control of all oil fields in our countries; 

3.  Agree that Israel has always been and always will be a nation for the Jewish people; 

4.  Finally agree that Jerusalem is the Capital of Israel and has nothing to do with Islam; 

5.  Dismantle the Golden Dome of the Rock and move it to Iran; 

6.  Open our borders for all Muslims in Israel who want to leave the newly recognized Jewish 

nation; 

7.  Divest ownership of American gas stations, or at least clean the bathrooms; 

8.  Pass a law that says ONLY women are allowed to drive cars in Saudi Arabia 

9.  Finally, admit that John Esposito is an idiot.  

……………………………………………………………… 

MUSLIMS SIGN HERE 

(NB: We don’t really believe that you will sign on the dotted line so as a parting thought be 

sure to keep those shariah beards properly trimmed…for your head-on-a-pike, debut.) 

JT:  10:  Go to Jahannam and take Obama and his thugs with you!  Sell Michelle to 

Boko Haram!  No!!  Give her to them!!! 

*** 
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JT:  Spontaneous thought:  I just don't understand why so many bloggers and 
conservatives are against Barack Hussein Obama.  He is doing so much as an 
undocumented American patriot to secure the freedoms guaranteed by the 
Constitution.  Why else would Obama 
 

� apologizing for everything that America has done? 
� appease America's enemies? 
� draw meaningless red lines in his genius foreign diplomacy? 
� institute policies that make America's friends insecure? 
� lead from behind in reverse and not up front to Advance America? 
� make empts threats to America's adversaries? 
� support wishful thinking about American enemies? 
� voice the Obama doctrine that undermines American exceptionalism, tradition, 

and culture and betrays America's past? 
 

To paraphrase Susan Rice, Obama is serving honorably and in a distinguished 

fashion. 

*** 

 

Lionel Portillo-Meza—aka Jesus Leonel Sanchez Meza has been taken into custody 
for the December 14, 2010 shooting of Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry. Another 
suspect in Terry’s murder is Ivan Soto-Barraza, who is awaiting extradition and two 
not yet captured men named Jesus Rosario Favela-Astorga and Heraclio ‘Lac 
o’ Osorio-Arellanes. 
 
JT:  Methinks their defense could be: 
 
They were intellectually disabled because they were under the influence of drugs or 
alcohol, 
They were employed by the Fast and Furious movement of Holder and Obama who 
made them made them do it, 
They didn't know Terry was a Border Patrol Agent and thought they were playing a 
hide-and-seek game. 
They were not aware of where they were geographically, 
They were not even present and whoever says they were present is lying. 
They thought the guns were toys and were unloaded. 
Etc! 
Obama and his thugs will come up with some other defense reasons. 

*** 

 

“Secretary of State John Kerry told a conference in Washington earlier on Tuesday 
that poverty is the problem and ‘energy policy’ is the solution: ‘The world is waiting for 
people to be put to work,’ Kerry told a conference on oceans at the State 
Department: ‘We have extreme poverty; we have terrorism that comes out of it. We 
have any number of problems that could be cured by energy policy that makes 
sense...’” http://cnsnews.com/news/article/susan-jones/cruz-cant-defeat-radical-
islamic-terrorism-if-you-wont-utter-those-words  
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JT:  Kerry's statement is a perfect example of detached political correctness that is 

political dumbness! 

*** 

 

In an NBC/WSJ poll, (Obama's) ratings fall to 41/53. A 54 percent majority agree that 
Obama is “no longer able to lead the country.”  
 

 

JT:  This proves how dumb Americans are.  Obama was never able to lead America! 

*** 

 

 
Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/zerofiddle.jpg 

 

JT:  Methinks this is visual proof of what Obama's foreign policy stance towards Iraq, 

Iran, Syria, Egypt, Afghanistan, Guantanamo, and Israel is  … and the world! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHviopSflwc 

*** 
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JT:  This is another Barack (aka Quack) Hussein Obama coordinated attempt to bring 

undocumented relatives of Donald Duck into the USA.  Rumor has it that many of 

them have already been given American citizenship and registered as members of 

the DemocRAT Party.  They have promised to vote for Killary Klinton in 2016. 

*** 

 

From Dr. Tar at http://iowntheworld.com/blog/?p=240173.  

"Here’s the dilemma that the gays have created for themselves. If gayness is something a 

person is born with (like cleft palate or club foot) then those that practice homosexuality have 

no free will over having to engage in abnormal sexual behavior. On the other, if 

homosexuality is actually a choice and one can fight the urge to pack fudge or sample carpets 

then Rick Perry is right and it's like alcoholism.* Read more at 

http://iowntheworld.com/blog/?paged=2#A0HEtcXwmrm3m7Xr.99.  

 

JT:  Does this explain why Obama doesn't drink alcohol? 

*** 

 

JT:  Overheard in a conversation Michelle had with Editor-in-Chief Diane Salvatore of 

Prevention i after the interview:  There are only two kinds of food that I like:  Food that 

I have eaten and food that I'm going to eat! 

*** 

 

JT:  Spontaneous thought:  Black is the symbolical color of evil.  It seems to me that 

Barack Hussein Obama wears a darker color black! 

*** 

 

JT  If you want to know what Lois Lerner was doing with her emails, she was really 

searching Google with the following: 

Google:  ASKEW; RECURSION; DO A BARREL ROLL; GOOGLE SPACE; 

GOOGLE SPHERE; GOOGLE HEART; ZERG RUSH; BINARY; ATARI BREAKOUT; 

GRAVITY; search for Google Maps and then type From = THE SHIRE To MORDOR. 

(Source:  http://themetapicture.com/some-funny-google-tricks/) 

*** 

 

http://www.mrctv.org/videos/heritage-foundation-panelist-radical-islam 

 

JT:  The last statement concerns what should be done with political correctness. 

*** 

 

At http://cnsnews.com/news/article/susan-jones/cruz-cant-defeat-radical-

islamic-terrorism-if-you-wont-utter-those-words Secretary of State John Kerry says 

Secretary of State John Kerry is convinced "that poverty is the problem and ‘energy 

policy’ is the solution: ‘The world is waiting for people to be put to work,’ Kerry told a 

conference on oceans at the State Department: ‘We have extreme poverty; we have 
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terrorism that comes out of it. We have any number of problems that could be cured 

by energy policy that makes sense...’”  

 

At http://www.activistpost.com/2014/06/isis-terror-group-controlled-by-saudi.html and  

http://www.dcclothesline.com/author/brandon-turberville/ we read that the ISIS Terror 

Group is controlled by the Saudi Royal Family. In fact, the head of the group is 

"Saudi Prince Abdul Rachman al-Faisal, the brother of Prince Saud al-Faisal and 

Prince Turki al-Faisal." 

 

JT:  Methinks Secretary of State John Kerry should do everything in his power to find 

employment for Saudi Prince Abdul Rachman al-Faisal.  Perhaps a job in some 

environmental development program! 

*** 

 

 
 

Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/fall.jpg 

 

JT:  Caption:  Obama:  Make sure you give me your room number before you go so 

that I can gyrate with you! 

*** 

 

http://www.breitbart.com/Breitbart-London/2014/06/20/Female-genital-mutilation-in-

Sweden-all-30-girls-in-one-class-cut 

 

JT:  Coming to a school in your town soon! Or has it already arrived?  Wake up 

America! 

*** 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdaLIDaMuSo 

 

JT:  This is a special video on Barack Hussein Obama, aka as Louis XV. 

*** 

 

JT:  Here is some excellent advice for all US taxpayers in light of the IRS loss of 

emails and hard drives. 

 

Congressman Steve Stockman (R-TX) has introduced “The Dog Ate My Tax 
Receipts Act.” It would allow taxpayers to avoid turning over documents requested by 
the IRS for any of the following reasons: 
1. The dog ate my tax receipts. 
2. Convenient, unexplained, miscellaneous  
computer malfunction. 
3. Traded documents for five terrorists. 
4. Burned for warmth while lost in the Yukon. 
5. Left on table in Hillary’s Book Room. 
6. Received water damage in the trunk of Ted Kennedy’s car. 
7. Forgot in gun case sold to Mexican drug lord. 
8. Forced to recycle by municipal Green Czar. 
9. Was short on toilet paper while camping. 
10. At this point, what difference does it make?”  
 

Perhaps these are also good reasons: 

11. Used as stuffing for Michelle's fifty hamburgers for Saturday lunch. 

12. Was posted on the internet as a legal document that has since been scrubbed by 

the White House. 

13. Given to the Muslim Brotherhood as IOUs from Obama. 

14. Uh, err, ah, arg, uh, well, what, er uh, let me be clear. 

15. Will appear in a new book titled It's All Bush's Fault. 

*** 

 

 

Frederick William Dame 

Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 

June 21, 2014 


